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Abstract— In this paper automatic and semi automatic road detection algorithms are introduced. Semi automatic road extraction
comprises of pre-processing the image via a gauss filter and reducing the yielding data into a single image which is of the same size
as the original optical gray scale satellite image, then find the image gradient in x and y direction. After that image potential is
calculated. After that the users specify some initial conditions in form of seed points. The seed points are entered by a human
operator to specify initial and ending point of road network. In automatic road extraction unsupervised classification FUZZY CMEANS algorithm is implemented. In fuzzy c-means there is no need of human operator because it’s an automatic process. In this
pixels identified as road are shown in white, whereas non road pixels are shown in black. Basically fuzzy logic is based on
statistical information and geometry is used to extract the road pixels.
Keywords— Road extraction, FUZZY C-MEANS, Active snake contour-model (Snake), satellite images.
I. INTRO DUCTIO N

This paper deals with a automatic and semi auto matic
road extract ion algorith m. Road detection algorithms can
be classified into two major groups; semi-automatic and
automatic. The first approach necessitates that the user
specify some in itial conditions usually in the form of
seed points entered manually by a human operator
through some graphical user interface (GUI). Examp les
of these include and are not limited to differential snakes,
graph connection etc. The other approach which is fu lly
automatic on the other hand does not require input fro m
an operator and works on its own. In this paper both semi
automatic and fully automat ic approach is presented. In
semi automatic road detection active contour model and
for fu lly auto matic FUZZY C-M EANS algorith m is
presented to carry out the road detection whose output
can then be used as an input to a geographical
informat ion system (GIS) for cartographic or other
purposes for that matter.
II. S EMI AUTO MATIC ROAD DETECTIO N METHOD
Deformab le contour models (snakes) is an approach
analysed in , wh ich have lately been used extensively for
detection and localizat ion of boundaries for facilitating
the image segmentation problem, and also for the
extraction of man made structures such as roads and
buildings fro m gray level imagery. Snakes are utilized
where semi-automatic methods on linear object
extraction and road extraction are, respectively, This
method deals with the ext raction of road network fro m
aerial (d igital) images, using a semi-automat ic method
based in the Active Contour model algorith m first
introduced by Kass et al in 1988, and which have been

widely used by the computer vision commun ity for
different applications. Such algorith m deforms a contour
toward features of interest within in an image. Usually
that features are lines, edges, and/or object boundaries.
Kass et al. named their algorith m, ``Snakes'' because the
deformable contours resemble snakes as they move. In a
semi-automatic method on road ext raction using dynamic
programming is presented. Basically, a generic road
model is formulated, wh ich is solved sequentially by a
dynamic p rogramming algorithm in order to GIS update
starting from aerial and satellite images. In this work a
few seed points describing coarsely the road need to be
provided by the operator. Likewise, this job proposes a
solution for the optimization problem which consists in
the search of the most short path between two points of
an object.
(A) Road Extraction by Active contour (Snake) model.
Deformab le models are used commonly fo r edge
detection. They can be formulated within an :
(a)Energy minimizing formu lation or
(b) Dynamic force formu lation
Snake is one kind of parametric energy min imizing
formulat ion.
To find the best fit between a snake and an object's shape,
we minimize the function energy .

Where the snake is parametrically defined as
For 3D
v(s) =(x(s),y(s),z(s))
For 2D
v(s) =(x(s),y(s))
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Hence, the snake is attracted to large image grad ients. i.e.
parts of the image with strong edges .
Finally, the termination functional allows terminations
(i.e. free ends of lines) or corners to attract the snake.
III. AUTO MATIC ROAD DETECTIO N ALGORITHM

Fig 1 An example of the movement of a point, , in an active contour.
The point,
, is the location of minimum energy due to a large
gradient at that point .

(1) The Internal Energy Term
Einternal term concerned to the internal curve energy
caused by stretching and bending.
The internal energy provides a smoothness constraint that
can be defined as:

Where,
α(s) is a measure of the elasticity of the snake,
controlling the continuity(string forces).
β(s) is a measure of the stiffness of the snake, to control
smoothness (rod forces)
Both parameters assume an arc length parameterizat ion
of the curve.The first order term makes the snake act like
a memb rane; the constant α(s) controls the tension along
the curve (stretching a balloon or elastic band). The
second order term makes the snake act like a thin p late;
the constant β controls the rigidity of the spine (bending
a thin plate o r wire). If β (s)=0 ,then the function is
discontinuous in its tangent, i.e. it may develop a corner
at that point. If α(s)=β(s)=0 then this also allows a break
in the contour, a positional discontinuity.
(2) The External Energy
E i mage is measure of the attraction of image features such
as contours.
The image energy is derived fro m the image data.
Considering a two d imensional image, the snake may be
attracted to lines, edges or terminations.

Eimage=wline Eline+wedge Eedge+wterm Eterm

(3)

Where wi is an appropriate weighting function.
Co mmonly, the line functional is defined simp ly by the
image function,

Pattern recognition techniques can be classified into two
broad categories: Unsupervised techniques and
supervised techniques. An unsupervised technique does
not use a given set of unclassified data points, whereas a
supervised technique uses a dataset with known
classifications. These two types of
techniques
are
complementary.
For
examp le,
unsupervised clustering can be used to produce
classification information needed by a supervised pattern
recognition technique. In this section, we first introduce
the basics of unsupervised clustering. The fuzzy CMeans algorithm (FCM), which is the best known
unsupervised fuzzy clustering algorith m is then described
in detail. In road extract ion first the Fuzzy C Means
(FCM) algorith m is used to classify the satellite image.
And Hough Transform is applied in windows to get
segment candidates, which increases the robust of the
method. Then a fitness function is used to group the
segments. The membership values of the connection
lines are used to connect the grouped segments. Finally
the false road is removed and the main axes of roads are
extracted. The result of road detection by this method is
used for GIS updation .
(A) FUZZY C-M EANS A LGORITHM
This unsupervised clustering is motivated by the need to
find interesting patterns or groupings in a given set of
data. In the area o f pattern recognition an image
processing, unsupervised clustering is often used to
perform the task of “segmenting” the images (i.e.,
partitioning pixel on an image into regions that
correspond to different objects or different faces of
objects in the images). This is because image
segmentation can be viewed as kind of data clustering
problem where each datum is described by a set of image
features (e.g., intensity, color, texture, etc) of each pixel.
It allow a point to partially belong to multip le clusters.
Therefore, it produces a soft partition for a given dataset.
In fact, it produces a constrained soft partition. To do this,
the objective function J1 of hard c-means has been
extended in two ways:
The fuzzy membership degrees in clusters were
incorporated into the formula, and an additional
parameter m was ntroduced as a weight exponent in the
fuzzy membership.
The extended objective function, denoted Jm, is:

Eline=f(x,y)
So that if wline is large positive the snake is attracted to
light lines (or areas) and if large negative then it is
attracted to dark lines (or areas). The use of the
terminology ``line'' is probably misleading.
The edge functional is defined by
© 2012, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved

Where P is fu zzy partit ion of the dataset X formed by C1,
C2,.., Ck. The parameter m is a weight that determines
the degree to which partial members of clusters affect the
clustering result.
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IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Results of the semi and automatic road detection
algorith m have been shown for both urban and non-urban
areas in Figure 2. In automatic road ext raction pixels
identified as “road” are shown in white, whereas the
“non-road” pixels are shown in black. As it can be seen
fro m these images fully auto matic classification process
outlined in this paper performs with a high degree of
accuracy in both urban and non-urban areas. However,
there are so me very impo rtant concerns particularly
regarding the urban area classification wh ich presents a
more challenging classification problem than its
suburban counterpart. As it can be seen from Figure 2(a)
only roads with rather large p ixel widths such as the
main highway are recovered well. Main roads and
intersections are also recovered with good accuracy but
inner city roads which are narrow have not been
recovered. In addit ion, some pixels belonging to rooftops
of build ings were falsely identified as roads.

(a)

(b)

Fig 4 Results of active contour model (a) Urban Image (b) Suburban
image

V. CO NCLUSIONS
(a)

(b)

Fig 2 (a).Road Network in an Urban Environment
(b). Road Network in a Non-Urban Environment

(a)

(b)

Fig 3 Results of the Fuzzy Classification (a). Urban Image
(b). Suburban Image
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In semi automat ic detection ,Using the seeds points from
the user, it was possible interpolate new points, to
generate a group of independent snakes, initialized as
circle, then evolving them in such a sequence that could
define the borders of the road, based in the energy
minimizat ion method. The results are highly depending
on the resolution of the image used and the parameters of
the snake. In our implementation of the snakes, we could
solve the problem of d isturbed areas by initializing more
snake points, and smoothing, to let the snake pass over
the non-road objects, during its evolution. One weak
point of our imp lementation is that in areas with trees
(dark areas) covering a part of the road, we got a non
straight road side (border); this is because we are not
feeding the program by informat ion about the width of
the road. An automated method for extracting road
networks fro m satellite images is presented. It is
observed that the image classification is carried out to a
high degree of accuracy especially for the non -urban
areas. In the urban areas however, only major roads with
larger p ixel widths have been recovered. Moreover, the
presence of buildings and other objects that have linear
features made the road extraction somewhat more
difficult co mpared with the non-urban case. In this case
some pixels belonging to rooftops of build ings were
wrongly identified as road pixels. For urban road
extraction with h igh fidelity this method seems to require
higher resolution at which the narrow and small roads
shall appear with larger p ixel areas. The auto matic
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approach introduced is structured such that it is quite
possible to introduce very efficient parallelization in
order to do the processing in real-time for other practical
purposes such as target recognition. As fully auto matic
methods fro m mapping are still out of reach, due to the
increasing comp lexity of objects within a d iversity of
contexts, semi-automatic methods for feature extract ion
are the most co mmon implemented methods, which most
of the time focus in the edge feature characteristics, since
it is that what mainly help to distinguish one feature fro m
another one.
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